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Have you already discovered the following spots in Enzklösterle? 

…  Adventure Golfpark
Discover an entirely new adventurous and innovative way of
playing mini-golf

…  Protective Forest Bärlochkar
Experience the forest in its primordial form

…  Raftsman Jockele‘s log-driving route Jockeles Flößerweg
Historic theme hike to the most scenic places of Enzklösterle

…  Krippena 2000
Admire wooden objects and crib figurines as well as the

       ‘blueberry bear‘ in our wood carving museum

…  Spa Garden
Located in the center of the village, including show raft, boule
area, chessboard etc.; Starting point for numerous hikes

…  Giant Slide Riesenrutschbahn
Leisure Park with a fast-paced toboggan run, which winds
through the Poppeltal at a length of 1,500 m 

…  Red Deer Park
A pack of red deer can be observed from up close

…  Vitality and Action Space
Attractive public play and sports ground for the whole family

…  ‘Forest Windows Trail‘ Path
2.5 km ‘picture frame‘ circular trail in the Hirschtal valley 

…  Forest Climbing Garden
The flying fox at a height of 35 m above the Hirschtal valley
represents a real highlight within the adventure ropes course

Have fun exploring!

Blueberry cuisine

Blueberry pancakes
Can you imagine a blueberry festival without the
freshly baked blueberry pancakes? You will find them
on the menus of various restaurants in Enzklösterle –
not only in the summer but all year round.

Black Forest Blueberry Gateau
The famous Black Forest Cherry Gateau is well-known
throughout the world. In the Café Klösterle you are of-
fered the possibility to learn how the real Black Forest
Blueberry Gateau comes out perfectly. After tasting
this sweet delight it is up to you to decide which one
is your favorite.

‘Wild Heidi‘
Have you ever heard of the ‘Wild Heidi‘? This cocktail
of blueberry liqueur, sparkling wine and blueberries
as well as its non-alcoholic sister, the "Soft Heidi" has
been created in Enzklösterle. 

A wide variety of blueberry products are being offe-
red at the blueberry house, the Heidelbeerhaus, and at
other sales points in Enzklösterle. There you will find
everything your blueberry heart desires, for example
mustard, vinegar, jam, bread spreads, chocolate, tea,
drinks, gifts and table linen.

www.enzkloesterle.de/en/Blueberrycuisine
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Blueberry Village of Enzklösterle Blueberry Trail (Heidelbeerweg)

The idyllic blueberry village of Enzklösterle is located
between Pforzheim and Freudenstadt in the Northern
Black Forest. The fir forests around Enzklösterle offer an
ideal breeding ground for the blueberries that grow
abundantly in this area. They formerly secured the living
of whole families.

For centuries, blueberries have been picked in the sum-
mer and were brought to the villages. The children were
even granted a 3 to 4 weeks blueberry holiday, in order
to be able to get together for picking blueberries early
in the morning.

In Enzklösterle, focus is put on this precious fruit accom-
panied by numerous events. Guided hikes follow the
tracks of the blue forest fruit. During our culinary semi-
nar with cooking classes you will get to know new reci-
pes and you will experience unique local flavors. Let
yourself be enchanted by the interesting stories you will
be told about the blueberries of Enzklösterle.

We recommend discovering the ‘blue gold‘ of the Black
Forest on the approximately 12 km-long blueberry trail
taking you into the woods around Enzklösterle. Starting
from the Tourist Information Office, the circular trail
leads you through the spa park and uphill to the Schöll-
kopf mountain at an altitude of about 800 m. Downhill,
the trail takes you over the river Enz, being rich in trout,
to the Hirschkopf mountain and the Erdbeerplatte.
From the Blueberry Swing that you will find there, you
will be able to enjoy a breathtaking view over Enzklös-
terle. The trail continues along the deer park to the
Schneckenkopf mountain and, following a small pano-
rama descent, it leads you back to the departure point.

Trip to the Kaltenbronn Nature Reserve
Why not start off for a blueberry trip to the Kaltenbronn
Nature Reserve - an approx. 2.5 hours hike uphill
through the blueberry woods. The local information
center is accessible also by bus and by car. A permanent
multimedia exhibition with lots of exciting information
about the highland moor area, its plants and animals,
especially the capercaillie, is waiting for you to be dis-
covered. Follow the hiking trail which takes you through
the unique Wildsee moor for about 1.5 hours before you
reach the idyllic Grünhütte restaurant.

Blueberry Festival (Heidelbeerfest)

Back then as today, the health significance of the blue
forest fruit is well-known, as, besides its wonderful taste,
it strengthens the immune system, has anti-inflamma-
tory properties, supports weight reduction and helps
counteracting stress. Blueberries are a true source of
health, whether fresh from the shrub, dried, prepared
as tea or as part of a cake.

The centuries-old blueberry tradition and the healthy
qualities of the blueberry are honored at the blueberry
festival in Enzklösterle taking place in the second half of
July.

On that weekend, the blueberry market will be held at
the place in front of the festival hall. On Saturday after-
noon, the blueberry festival will be officially opened
with the arrival of the Blueberry Princess. Enjoy the sup-
porting musical program and the performances of well-
known local music and dance groups as well as a
children's entertainment program. Don’t miss the blue-
berry party with music and dance on Saturday night.

www.enzkloesterle.de/en/Blueberrytrailwww.enzkloesterle.de/en/Blueberryvillage www.enzkloesterle.de/en/Blueberryfestival
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